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Abstract: Developing new stirred gas–liquid–solid reactors with high mass transfer capabilities is still
a challenge. In this publication, we present a new concept of multiphase reactor using a stationary
catalytic foam and a gas-inducing impeller. The gas–liquid (GL) and liquid–solid (LS) mass transfer
rates in this reactor were compared to a stirred reactor with basket filled with beads. Batch absorption
of hydrogen and measurement of α-methylstyrene hydrogenation rate on Pd/Al2O3 catalyst were
used to evaluate kGLaGL coefficients and kLS coefficients, respectively. With similar LS transfer rates
to the basket-reactor and much higher GL transfer rates, the new reactor reveals a very promising
tool for intrinsic kinetics investigations.
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1. Introduction

Gas–Liquid–Solid triphasic reactions are of major importance in pharmaceutical and fine chemical
productions [1]. The reactions are either performed in batch reactors or in continuous ones with
a new tendency to go from batch-to-continuous [2]. Some guidelines have been proposed to find
the best reactor technology for running catalytic hydrogenations for pharmaceutical applications [3].
New technologies of batch reactors are still of interest, at least for performing kinetic studies. Catalytic
stirred-reactors generally use a powder catalyst that has to be filtered before collecting the reaction
products. Different options have been studied in the past to overcome the filtration issues: either
use a basket filled with millimetric beads or extrudates (Robinson-Mahoney reactor [4–6]), or use
a structured mixer [7], for example using open-cell foams [8–10]. The basket reactors have been
assessed either as stationary or as rotating devices. Liquid–Solid (LS) mass transfer is higher in
rotating devices than in stationary baskets performed at the same stirring speeds and is improved
with large grid mesh [11,12]. Following this idea, Leon et al. [8–10] used rotating foam as a structured
catalytic mixer thanks to the high porosity of the foam. However, the problem of using rotating
foam is that the stirring speed is limited and the best performance of rotating foam remained below
that of stationary basket at a high stirring speed. Moreover, the use of a gas-inducing impeller with
stationary basket widely enhances the Gas–Liquid (GL) mass transfer [13]. Thus, we propose here
to combine the advantages of stationary catalytic basket reactor (efficient GL distribution through
the stationary basket) and the advantages of foam (high porosity) by replacing the stationary basket
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with annular foam blocks. In this paper, the comparison is made between the Robinson–Mahoney
basket reactor filled with catalytic beads and an annular foam block coated with the same catalyst. GL
mass transfer coefficients are estimated using the gas to liquid absorption in hydrogen–ethanol and
hydrogen–methylcyclohexane systems. LS mass transfer coefficients are estimated using the catalytic
hydrogenation of α-methylstyrene in methylcyclohexane on Pd/Al2O3 catalyst.

2. Materials and Methods

The experiments were carried out in a 300 mL stainless steel autoclave (100 mm-inner height
and 62 mm-inner diameter). The autoclave was equipped with a gas-inducing impeller provided by
PARR Instrument Company inducing bubbles in the inner side of basket or foam blocks (Figure 1).
The impeller (43 mm high with a diameter about 24 mm) consisted of three curved blades around an
hollow shaft (2 mm diameter). The inner and outer diameters and the height of basket provided by
PARR Instrument Company (Moline, IL, USA) are 28 mm, 45 mm and 60 mm, respectively. The mean
square opening of the basket screen is about 800 µm. More details on the dimensions and characteristics
of the PARR basket are given in Pitault et al. [5]. Pictures of the impeller and both studied systems
(basket and foam block) are provided in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Experimental device. From left to right: gas-inducing impeller, basket, and foam block.

The foam block consisted of a stainless steel hollow foam cylinder of 40 pores per inch (PPI) which
had been cut by electro-erosion out of a commercial foam piece (Selee Corp., Hendersonville, NC, USA).
The outer and inner diameters of the cylinder were respectively 45 mm and 25 mm, and the height
was 55 mm. Alternatively, five pieces of 11mm height were superimposed. During the experiments,
the foam block was fixed by the baffles to avoid movement.

In the gas absorption experiments, the foam block was not coated, and the basket was filled with
a molecular sieve (0.3 nm, Acros, Fisher scientific SAS, Illkirch, France) of 2.5 mm in diameter.

The catalyst used for the measurement of LS mass transfer by hydrogenation of α-methylstyrene
was a Pd/Al2O3 with ca. 2 wt-% Pd. The beads used in the basket (diameter 2.5 mm) were egg-shell
with palladium mainly present at the outer surface [14]. One 11 mm high foam was coated by a thin
layer of catalyst according to a procedure described in the work of Tourvieille et al. [15]. The coating
procedure is based on the application of a ball-milled slurry. In the comparison Basket vs. Foam for
LS experiments, the catalyst was only present in the central 11 mm of the structured object height.
In the foam configuration, the coated foam was put in sandwich with non-coated foams. In the basket
configuration, 2.5 mm-diameter molecular sieve beads were used to arrange the alternating layers
(molecular sieve-catalyst-molecular sieve . . . ). A schematic representation of both configurations is
presented in Figure 2.
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11mm

55mm

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the catalytic zone in the beads and in the foam stack.

The specific areas of both systems (aLS) were similar: ca. 1300 m2·m−3
Bed for the beads and

1500 m2·m−3
Block for the foam (determined using X-ray tomography and image analysis with I-Morph

software, version 2.9, developed originally in IUSTI laboratory, Marseille, FRANCE and distributed
under the Cecill free software licence).

The method of kGLaGL coefficient measurement by batch absorption of gas in liquid is
well-described by Dietrich et al. [16]. The experiments consisted in measuring the hydrogen transfer
into methylcyclohexane (180 mL). The reactor was first saturated with hydrogen, under stirring,
at initial pressure P0, leading to a hydrogen dissolved concentration of C∗

LH2
corresponding to

thermodynamic equilibrium. The stirrer was stopped and the reactor was rapidly pressurized to
a pressure Pm, disturbing the equilibrium. The stirrer was restarted. The hydrogen pressure decreases
in the reactor to reach the new equilibrium, which allowed the kGLaGL coefficients to be estimated
using Equation (1). The experiments were stopped when the pressure was stabilized at P f (saturation):

ln

(
Pm − P f

P − P f

)
= kGLaGL

(
1 +

1
b

)
t, (1)

where b = P f −P0

Pm−P f .
The method of kLSaLS coefficients measurement by hydrogenation of α-methylstyrene on

Pd/Al2O3 catalyst is well known [17]. The reactor was operated in a semibatch mode (open to
gas inlet) in order to maintain a constant pressure in the reactor, the reaction consuming hydrogen.
Hydrogen was fed to the reactor at constant pressure via a pressure regulator. It was supplied from
an upstream-calibrated reservoir. The pressure decrease in this reservoir yielded the hydrogen flow
rate and then the reaction rate.

The Pd/Al2O3 catalyst being sensitive to water [18], special procedures were followed. For the
basket reactor, the basket was filled with one layer of catalyst (2.5 g) and layers of molecular sieve
beads to absorb water. The catalyst layer was located at 3/5 of the height. The basket was dried in
an oven at 393 K for 12 h and then rapidly transferred to the tank and the reactor was closed. It was
purged with nitrogen and then with hydrogen. Methylcyclohexane (144 mL) and α-methylstyrene
(36 mL) were filled added via syringe. α-methylstyrene (Purity: 99% , CAS Number: 108-87-2) was
provided by Sigma Aldrich (French office, Lyon, France). The reactor was heated to 303 K, pressurized
at 20 bar and the stirring was started. The stirrer speed was changed each 90 s and the experiment was
stopped after 20 min. For the foam reactor, the procedure was the same as for the basket reactor except
for the liquids (methylcyclohexane and α-methylstyrene) that were previously dried on a molecular
sieve before the reactor was loaded.
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The kLS coefficients were estimated from the hydrogen mass balances in the reservoir (Equation (2))
and in the reactor (Equation (3)):

dnH2Reservoir

dt
=

dPH2Reservoir

dt
VReservoir

RTReservoir
= rRVL, (2)

dnLH2

dt
= kGLaGLVL

(
C∗

LH2
− CLH2

)
= kLSaLSVLεS

(
CLH2 − CSH2

)
= ηkcinCSH2W = rRVL, (3)

where
kcin = k0KHxPd exp(

−Ea

RT
). (4)

Intrinsic kinetic parameters of Equation (4) were those determined by Meille et al. [19]. To solve
the mass balance equations, the kGLaGL values obtained by the method described in the previous
section were used.

3. Results and Discussion

The performances of the beads-filled basket and the foam block in terms of chemical productivity
were assessed by measuring the apparent rates of hydrogen consumption during the hydrogenation of
α-methylstyrene on Pd/Al2O3 catalyst. Both systems were compared at a wide range of stirring speeds
(300–2000 rpm). As seen in Figure 3, the hydrogen consumption rates increase with stirring speeds and
were much higher for the coated foam than for the beads-filled basket for the whole range of stirring
rates. Note that the hydrogen consumption rate never reaches a plateau, indicating that the reaction is
strongly limited by mass transfer (either GL and/or LS) in the whole range of stirring speeds.
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Figure 3. Hydrogen consumption rate per gram of Pd in α-methylstyrene hydrogenation—comparison
between the basket with 2 mm beads and the 40 PPI (pores per inch) foam block.

Figure 4 shows the kGLaGL coefficients vs. stirring rate for the foam block and the beads-filled
basket. This curve is a typical one for a gas inducing impeller. Below the critical stirring speed Nc
(which was around 800–900 rpm in this case), the stirring power was too low to generate a depression
necessary to cause gas flowing from the gas bulk to the liquid bottom. Above Nc, the gas flowed
through a hollow shaft, inducing gas bubbles. The kGLaGL coefficients were found to be much higher
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in the case of the foam block. Note that it was checked that very similar results were obtained with
a five-foam stack (11 mm each) than with a 55 mm high block. To try to explain the difference foam vs.
beads, we compared the basket grid size with the foam cell size. The mean mesh size of the basket
was about 800 µm, which was equivalent to the mean pore diameter of the 40 PPI foam. However,
the porosities of the foam Block and the basket bed were 0.91 and 0.46, respectively. Thus, assuming a
uniform porosity in each direction, the cross-sectional area for flow is twice as high for the foam than
for the packed bed. Consequently, we could conclude that the GL mass transfer was strongly enhanced
by foam configuration, compared to the basket configuration. Thanks to the possibility to work at a
high stirring rate, GL mass transfer can also reach much higher values than what was obtained with
rotating stirring foams [10].
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Figure 4. GL (Gas–liquid) mass transfer—comparison between the basket with 2 mm beads and the 40 PPI
foam block.

The hydrogenation of α-methylstyrene was performed under experimental conditions ensuring
mass transfer limitation. The kLS was calculated from Equation (3) using the kGLaGL obtained previously.
The LS coefficients (kLSaLS) are presented in Figure 5. Note that the results are only presented for stirring
rates above 1000 rpm: below the critical value of stirring rate and close to it, the GL mass transfer is too
low and the estimation uncertainty is too high to provide accurate values of kLS.

The Lévêque equation [20] gives a relationship between heat transfer and pressure drop in a tube.
Following the analogy between mass and heat transfers at a solid interface, the Sherwood number is
also an increasing function of the Lévêque number, which itself is proportional to the friction factor
and thus to the pressure drop. Thus, finding similar kLSaLS in the basket and in the 40 PPI foam stack
may be due to similar radial pressure drops in both systems. The pressure drop through the foam is
expected to be lower than that through the basket. Two hypotheses can be proposed to explain these
apparent contradictions. First, the radial porosity in the beads-filled basket may not correspond to the
mean porosity of the bed and may be smaller. Indeed, the gap between the inner and the outer basket
walls is only 8.5 mm, corresponding to a maximum of three (non-compacted) beads; it could lead to a
smaller pressure drop than expected. A second argument is that the kLS values come from an indirect
determination and an error bar should be considered.
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Figure 5. LS (Liquid–solid) mass transfer—comparison between the basket with 2 mm beads and the 40 PPI
foam block.

4. Conclusions

We have reported the use of a new GLS (Gas-Liquid-Solid) reactor using a stationary foam coated
with a catalyst layer. The chosen geometry was appropriate to a fair comparison with a traditional
basket reactor filled with 2.5 mm beads. Thanks to a higher porosity, the GL mass transfer was twice
as high in the foam configuration than in the basket one, demonstrating the interest in using such new
configuration. We have successfully experienced the use of this reactor for kinetic measurements [21,22].
Moreover, as this configuration is very flexible, the reactor can be used with a variable height of foam,
different foam porosities, etc. The effect of these parameters on GL and LS mass transfers will be
studied in a future publication.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

aGL Specific area of gas–liquid interface (m−1)
aLS Specific area of liquid–solid interface (m2·m−3

Block) or (m2·m−3
bed)

CLH2 Concentration of hydrogen solved in liquid phase (mol·m−3
L )

C∗
LH2

Concentration of hydrogen solved in liquid phase at saturation (equilibrium) (mol·m−3
L )

CSH2 Concentration of hydrogen solved in liquid phase at solid interface (mol·m−3
L )

dp Particle diameter (m)
Dm Diffusivity of α-methylstyrene in methylcyclohexane (m2·s−1)
Ea Activation energy of reaction (J·mol−1)
kcin Kinetic parameter of reaction (m3·s−1·kg−1

Catalyst)

kGL Gas–liquid mass transfer coefficient (m·s−1)
KH Adsorption equilibrium constant of hydrogen (m3·mol−1)
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kLS Liquid–solid mass transfer coefficient (m·s−1)
k0 Pre-exponential kinetic parameter of reaction (mol·s−1·kg−1

Pd )
nH2Reservoir Number of moles of hydrogen in the reservoir (mol)
nLH2 Number of moles of hydrogen in the liquid phase (mol)
N Stirring speed (rpm)
Nc Critical Stirring Speed (rpm)
P Instantaneous pressure of hydrogen (bar)
P f Stabilized pressure of hydrogen (bar)
PH2Reservoir Hydrogen pressure in the reservoir (bar)
Pm Maximal pressure of hydrogen (bar)
P0 Initial pressure of hydrogen (bar)
PPI Pores per inch
rR Reaction rate of hydrogenation of α-methylstyrene (mol·s−1·m−3

L )
R Perfect Gas constant (J·mol−1·K−1)

Sh Sherwood number (-), Sh =
kLSdp

Dm

t Time (s)
T Temperature (K)
TReservoir Temperature in the reservoir (K)
VL Volume of liquid (m3

L)
VReservoir Volume of reservoir (m3)
W Mass of catalyst (kg)
xPd Mass fraction of palladium atoms in the alumina (-)
εS Volume fraction of foam block or of catalytic bed in the liquid bulk (m3

Block·m
−3
L ) or (m3

bed·m
−3
L )

η Efficiency factor (-)
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